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his personal 

further illuminated my understanding of the forces that shaped the 

era(xxi),. 
It poits to tlhe fact that Karnad's association with history has been perennial till his last play, Crossing to Talikota. However, in case of the present play, it was 

curiosity to see and explore how that such a rich, prosperous and 
spectacular empire of Vijayanagar ended catastrophically. The opening of the play describes the havoc the victorious ar rmies of the united Sultans (those of Bijapur, Golconda, Ahmadnagar and Bidar) created aftermath the defeat of the Aliya. Karnad has observes, "Behind this cataclysm swirls a saga of ruthless ambition, caste and religious conflict, family intrigue and betrayal, driven by the power hungry 'Aliya Ramaraya, but 'unacceptable to his oWn people as the legitimate heir 

ISSN No: 0932-4747 

because he lacked the royal blood' (blurb) led to the fall of the Empire. In the play, Karnad counts all these reasons one after another. Ramaraya gives vent to his agonies for not being accepted as the worthy of throne: 
RAMARAYA. I'm being recognized as Vijayanagar incarnate, as the Tuluva royal family has never recognized me. All my life I've been humiliated by the progeny of Krishna Raya, her royal relatives. 
It rankles, don't you know? The nomenclature. 'Aliya'. The Son-in-Law. Hired to be the Sonin Law 

we are Aravidus. We are of the great Chalukya lineage and yet we are not good enough fr her royal relatives. What've we been doing all these decades? Playing watchdogs for the Tuluva marionette plonked (plunked) on the throne. You talk of your father making us his sons. 
in-law, well, by doing so he managed to ensure there will be lifelong 
guards for his royal family, didn't he? lt was a stroke of genius 

Volume 8, Issue 02, 2022 

Of course, your generous, loving relations! For twenty years I have 
played their game. 
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Aliya Ramaraya in his emotional AWing narrates an incident that took place 

at Tirupati to deseribe the helplessness of the people and royal family members of 

Viajayanagara to his present power. 

ISSN No: 0932-4747 

position in the Empire but under 

ARAYA. ... I was in Tirupati, in conference with the sthanapatis 
Ot the Nayaks of Madurai. Taniavuru. Ikkeri. Gingi, and Mysuru. The 

Place Was packed to suffocation with pilgrims, and we had to conduct 

Our secret negotiations, closeted in a tiny room. 

carpeted for his 

Our negotiations were secret and important. I had to piss but the 
aiscusSions wouldn't end. There was no way I could leave. The crowds 
made it impossible for me to move. and then there was the feat that 
sthanpatis may feel insulted if I left. I couldn't stop my bladder from 
dribbling. My thighs under my dress were wet. The stench almost began to buffet me. Not just me, I could see from their faces that 
everyone there could smell the piss. The place reeked with it. But there were royal ambassadors. They sat there stone-faced and pretended to focus on whatI was saying. 
This reputation of mine as Sonin-Law of Krishna Raya', Aliva Ramarya' the protector of Vijayanagar, but don't come-near-the throne. thank you- it's just like that stink. It attacks everyone's nose but no one admits to smelling it. (Crossing to Talikota, pp.54-56) 

RAMARAYA. 

Ramarava fnds the united invasion of the Sultans as an opportunity to prove him as competent to rule a state like an emperor. He wants to regain his roval 
status in the eyes of the royal family and subjects of the empire as well 
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This is not like the previous encounters 
skirmishes we joined in by choice on behalf some footling sultan Thi 

mere 

n 
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they're challenging me, l'm being recognized as Vijayanagar ineae 
US the Tuluva rOval family has ncver recognized me. (b) 

ISSN No: 0932-4747 

*. For twenty years I have plaved their game. Now I shall take over. 

the entire horde of Krishna Raya's enemies coming together not 

Eainst Vijayanagar. Not against Krishna Rava's family, but me. 

ATavidu Ramaraya. It's an omen form heaven, for the ChalukKay a 

lineage to assert itself. No more Aliya Ramarya! Ramaraya, the sonin 

law is dead. (55) 

Do you know what these Sultans are doing now? They are providing 
me with the opportunity to wipe out that stink. They're helping me 
prove I can decimate the lot in one fell swoop, I shall clean up the land 
and what'll rise from it s not Vijayanagar but something greater l'm 
not fighting for Vijay anagar now- I'm fighting for Aravidu glory. These 
Sultans are the agents for my destiny. They are providing me with a 
test of the glory of our lineage. 

Venkatadri, Tirumala, inform the Sultans. Inform our public. Inform 
our tributaries, our generals and dependencies. What faces me now is 
Kurukshetra. A new age will emerge out of this encounter. I am 
Partha, the Supreme King of the Aravidu clan, the retuning scion of 
the Chalukyas. Let's welcome the New Age! To Chalukya glory! (56) 

The subjects and the royal family members' displeasure with Ramarava are 
not without valid reasons. The father of Satyabhama, the Great Krishnarava 
ensured Ramaraya as the protector to the empire by giving his own daughter to 
him. The ambitious Ramaraya has made Sadashivraya, the legal heir to the throne 
a puppet, an emperor without power. The later gives vent to his plight. 

Volume 8, Issue 02, 2022 
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lhe Junal 

et wish my p1ght on 

mp intr Iung Rvor and die C) 

ala for me Amma Ia a parrot a cagr A priann esll For 

inearrorated Without permiSon t 

n ee ont et atone walk nutaido Vau know [ am not allowed ntn the 

siets Th talk to anvone Iean't take fve atops without heing forced back. 

intr vears have been in here 

Tant Aunt whr wAs I not allowed to see the Sultan of Buapur That was my 
nght as the King Emperor (36) 

t appears from his observations that he knows much about the war affairs 

and how to protect the capital but he is not allowed to ASsert his power by 
Ramaraya 
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In addition to Ramaraya's unacceptability for his being'Aliya' of lower caste 
to the royal family of the Viajavanagar, and his efforts to assert his royal Chalukya 
lineage. his toying with the Shahs of the erstwhile Bahamani empire in the South 
hecomes instrumental to the fall of the Viajavanagar On the one hand it shows 
Ramaraya's ability and power to make the Adil Shah of Bijapur, Qutb Shah of 
Golkonda, Nizam Shah of Ahmadnagar and Barid Shah of the Bidar dance to his 

tune, and on the other hand, it points out his whimsical use of power. His love for 
flattery. his illogical political decisions, and his ill-treatment to the Shahs bring 
them together. Above all, as said earlier, instead of de aling polhtically with the 
possible united attack of the Shahs, quite over confidently Ramaraya looks at it an 
opportunity to prove himself to his own subjects as the Chaluky a heir and his 
ability to rule and win. He fails to gauze the power of the united Shahs and decides 
to fight on the forefront, which as per the war strategy, should be last choice. The 
narratives in the play show that he was good at diplomacy in keeping the four 
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his people acknowledge and accept of the vilbrant Vijnyanagar mpire. 

his abilities. His 

unity of the Shahs instrumented by 
the eulogy of the Adil Shah and sways 

ppeTs that Girish Knad undorlings the cauIse for the fall of Empire, une 

overconfidence leads to the fall 

Ramaraya himself. Ramaraya 

ISSN No: 0932-4747 

is over pleased at 

his power against the Nizam Shah for no 

obvious reason by making the latter to handover the custody of the fort of Kalayan 
0 the former. His insulting the Nizam Shah worsens the case. The Begum OI Lne 
Nizam Shah chides him for oheving the orders of Ramarava and his power in the South. 

BEGUM. Have you thought of how long you all are going to go on like thiS 
accepting alms from Ramaraya? Today. he wants Kalyan to be handed over to 
Biyapur. Tomorrow, hell say give it to Golkonda. Then, he'll say it's the turn of Bidar. And you'll wait around him bowing and scraping salivat1ng? 

Do any of you have the strength to say no to that brute? 
So youl yield to every whim of his? (29) 

Volume 8, Issue 02, 2022 

Talk to the other Sultans. Make them see the danger. I know you all despise each other. But Barid Shah, Qutb Shah-surely they're not so stupid that they cannot see that this calamity will hit them too one day (31). 

The Begum of the Nizam suggests him to offer their daughter Chand Bibi to Adil Shah and other daughter Jamal Bibi to Qutb Shah in marriage and welds them together against Ramaraya. 

BEGUM. God has blessed us with four daughters. Chand Bibi is already the toast of the town. For her looks. Her brains. She is so bright she scares me. Then Bibi Jamaal? Not bright. A bit on the darker side. But she's got her eves 
and nose in the right place. 
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Wny dOnt we ofter Chand ibi to Adil Shah in marriage? We've nad g 
er Ihom lsphanhan and "aslhlkont Adil Shah will not 

Qutb Shah will accept Bibi Jamaal-if she 
Sholapur (31-32). 

the fort of kalyan, doesn't he? Gift it to Chand Bibi as our present to her. 

Voreover, the Begum knows the 

ISSN No: 0932-4747 

decline. He wanus 

comes with the forts of Mudgal or 

situation of Ramaraya in Vijayanagar Empire. She keeps herself informed and updated with the events in Vijayanagar 

BEGUM. Actually, I feel sorry for his (Ramaraya's) wife. 

and around. She narrates the suffocation of Satyabhama, wife of Ramaraya, ana tne unrest among the people of Vijayanagar and asks Nizam Shah to cash the situation. 

Volume 8, Issue 02, 2022 

Her father built the empire of Vijayanagar. Her husband should have succeeded him to throne. But the roval family and the courtiers won't let him come near the throne because he is of a lower caste. So there's dear Ramaraya! Married to the princess of Vijayanagar and denied the throne! The royal son-in-law! And yet he is the all powerful ruler; they can't do without him. So instead of being the imperial consort, she is the lower-class son in-law's wife. In her own father's imperial palace! Can you imagine anything more humiliating? It's bound to gnaw at her innards and when something gnaws at the wife's innards, it sucks out the husband's blood too. Our maid Khatija has in-laws working in the stables of Vijayanagar. That's a whirlpool that sucks in gossip from the world over. She says the city hates Ramaraya. They want him to throw him out. The royal family is fulminating at how he is treating the heir to the throne- like a chained dog you could sound them out (30). 

The matrimonial knots among the Sultans of Bijapur. Golkonda 
Ahmadnagar and Bidar bring them together as designed by the Begum of 
Ahmadanagar. It becom�s evident through their discussion, even having some differences and hesitation that they should unite against the Vijayanagar FEmpire 
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NIZAM SUAH, We four have always had our differences of opinion about our 
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territories, But sinco Ramaraya cam on the sCene, he has turned it into an 

ress game, pitting us against cach other The word is laughing at us. 

BAKID SHAH. Will that scrint now change? Do vou see a future where We u 

ETee not to fight amongst ourselves, indeed embrace each other- if only to 

keep Ramaraya out of the picture. Map, rather. Everlasting peace among tn 

Sultans! Is that a realistic expectation? We agree to return all the regions we 

have grabbed from each other? 

NIZAM SHAH. So my first plea is: Let's forget the past. Yes, I plead guilty. I 

have indulged in that game myself. I beg your pardon. Please let us not try to 

analyze those unfortunate accusations and counter-accusations. You said 

this. So I said this. You could've said something else. And so on. Let's unite 
and decide ona course of action, more mature, more beneficial to us. 

BARID SHAH. Let me then start off by stating why I'm here. Ramaraya has 
been willfully offending me in various ways and I have tolerated him. But 
Jahangir Khan was my man. An innocent officer who loyally followved my 
orders. Ramaraya had absolutely no reason to kill him. No right.I shall never 
be forgiven by my people if I accept that insult. 

QUTB SHAH. I must say. His viciousness was totally uncalled for. 

BARID SHAH, We must of course keep in mind another aspect. He provides 
shelter to every aspiring traitor in one's court. Many planning to assassinate 
me tomorrow may be sharpening their daggers on his whetstone todav. 

He's been crafty. But where's all this leading us? 

NIZAM SHAH. Can't we forget old grievances and make a fresh start2 

ADIL SHAH. But agree he's becoming arrogant. Overbe aring. In the last. 
several he has never missed a chance to snub me by pointing out vhat I owe 
to him. It had started right at the beginning, of course. When he was 

Volume 8, Issue 02, 2022 
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eturmmg hom alter endimg me the keys of Kalyan, he causally took over 

the forts of Udgir and Bagalko.. When I sought an 
explanation, he didn't 

ISSN No: 0932-4747 

(VeN eot my mesSONger. And then he drives me beyond endurance warning 

me hot to accept the hand of Shabzadi Chand Bibi. Remember, marryinB my 

Cnemy s daughter will make vou my encmv' The intent was clear. I shall be 

in charge of your personal life too henceforth. That I will not accept. 

QUTB SHAH. Ive been putting up with his insolence all these years. Dul 

there's a limit. Six months ago. his men marched through my realm without 

informing me. And then created a rumpus in Koikonda and Guntur. 

Desecrated the mosques there. Ransacked several of my villages. Why? This 

has never happened before in the Deccan. There was absolutely no reason to 
be so bloody minded except to cock a snook at me. 

ADIL SHAH. Let's cut him to size. That's all that's required. (58-60) 

In the defeated stage, Ramaraya too admits the reason of his fall. 

RAMARAYA. There are four of you this time. And I have bungled and, 

therefore, must pay a heavier price. (72) 

In this way, Girish Karnad counts the reasons for the fall of the vibrant 
Empire of Vijayanagar. If the unrest and unacceptability among the subjects of 
Vijayanagar make Ramaraya go alone in the battlefield to prove his Chalukaya 
lineage, it was the united force of the Shahs of the Deccan that made the 

Vijayanagar Empire after the single battle at Talikota. Quite strangely Karnad 
fulflls his desire to ransack the reasons of the falls of Tughlag, the Sharana 
movement, the fall of Tipu Sultan and lastly, that of Vijayanagar Empire before he 
bade adieu to the world. 
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